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Outlook and Top Priorities for 2024

What is your 12-month outlook on traditional sources 

of deposit related revenue compared to today?

01

Our View:  Over half of respondents’ bullishness 

on new customer/member deposit growth (and 

almost 40% for existing customer/member 

deposit growth) is shocking.  As megabanks play 

the “your deposits are safer here” card and 

digital banks crank up the interest paid on 

deposits, not sure where all this bullishness is 

coming from.

This bullish sentiment regarding new deposit 

growth may be a necessity to grow fast enough 

to offset deposit outflow and the stubbornness 

of a still narrow NIM. It’s also a surprising theme 

that FIs are more bullish on acquiring new 

customers (which are more expensive to get) 

than growing the existing deposits.

Maybe we’re just missing something here (but 

we don’t think so).

The bearish view on ODs/NSFs isn’t surprising. 

Reducing or eliminating these fees are necessary 

as rising consumer and political sentiment will 

continue put this fee revenue in a negative light.

Not sure where the bullishness is about debit 

interchange, especially if consumer spending 

slows. Plus, credit cards are a formidable 

competitor in many aspects to debit cards.

Debit interchange revenue

Net interest margin

Bullish Bearish No change

Existing customers/members 
deposit growth

Fee revenue
(non NSF/OD)

New customers/members 
deposit growth

Fee revenue 
(NSF/OD revenue)

01
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Our View:  The response to this question is 

broken down further into three associated 

questions depending upon the response. 

This base question gives a clear picture that a 

large majority of the responding banker audience 

is bullish on deposit growth next year. This was 

hinted at with the bullishness identified in inquiry 

01 but further clarified and quantified here.

We can’t say whether this popular growth 

expectation is based on the expectancy that the 

Federal Reserve will lower rates and the 

economy will have a soft landing or simply 

whistling past the graveyard. It’s a fact there are 

a growing number of FI competitors chasing a 

shrinking deposit universe. So growing deposits, 

or even staying the same, will call for different 

strategies than in the past few years, namely 

paying up for the deposits.

Acquiring new customers/members is expensive 

and risky. And if the economy dips further, 

relying on just new growth may be even riskier. 

Finding a more diversified approach, like 

growing existing deposits and boosting 

non-interest income is hopefully part of this 

growth expectation.

Do you expect your deposits in 2024 to:

Stay the same

Shrink

Grow

06
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2023 Revenue Challenges: What Bankers Are Planning07

Our View:  Net deposit growth of 1-5% doesn’t 

sound very exciting. However, this top growth 

forecast may be a stretch for some CFIs given 

the current deposit dynamics in the marketplace.

To achieve any level of growth will mean a 

commitment to invest in acquisition marketing 

and sales- and product-related costs many CFIs 

will find difficult to fund given earnings pressures 

that will mandate expense control. 

For those willing to make this funding commitment, 

higher acquisition costs will be a reality to get deposit 

growth at any level and will require a longer than 

expected financial return on those deposits as 

additional investment will be needed to evolve the 

depositor into a primary relationship.

It’s hard to believe that 33% of CFIs are truly willing 

to invest what it will take to get 6+% deposit growth 

unless they have a stout cross-selling program to 

organically grow deposits from existing 

customers/members.

Our View:  This small preference of consumer 

versus SMB accounts isn’t too surprising, 

despite more potential opportunity with SMBs 

than consumers.

For an FI to get more than their fair share of 

both consumer and SMB customers, innovative 

products with new and relevant features are a 

necessity. Product featurization is being led by the 

digital banks, so CFIs should at least mimic that.

Our SMB market research earlier this year revealed 

what SMB owners want in product features they 

consider important. Being successful here will put 

the FI in a better preferred incumbent position 

when the SMB has lending needs.

If you expect your deposits to 

grow, what are your target goals 

in the next 12-15 months?

Small Business

Consumer

11%+

1–5%

6–10%

06A

Which deposit growth is more important?06B

GROW

66%

6%

56%
44%

27%
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Outlook and Top Priorities for 2024

Our View:  It’s good to be in the digital banking 

platform business, given the top priority. 

Upgrading digital account platforms to make 

banking quicker and more efficient is often more 

complex (and expensive) than expected but isn’t 

the only priority to win more consumer deposits.

Given this and the bullishness of growing 

deposits (from inquiry 01), new and improved 

deposit products have to also be a top priority. 

“Vanilla” products abound with a few CFIs 

adding some “sprinkles” such as being 

aggressive with interest rates and copying the 

successful product featurization of digital banks 

(like early pay).

Good to see customer experience being a 

close third priority as it can get lost in the 

promise of technology.

Making decisions on platforms, products and 

experience without info to make data-driven 

decisions seems odd but most CFIs are so behind 

on analytics, relying on intuition is necessary to 

make progress on the higher priorities.

02

Improving in-branch/digital 
customer experience

Rolling out new and 
improved deposit products

Enhancing digital platforms

Hiring better (or more) sales 
and service personel

Improving analytics for more 
data-driven decision-making

What are your top priorities when 

dealing with consumer deposits?

(rank in order)

02
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Outlook and Top Priorities for 202403

Our View:  Top priorities for SMB deposits are 

the same as consumer deposits with small 

differences in the comparative score rankings.

Our previous survey of SMB owners confirms the 

deliverables of these top three priorities will 

better fulfill their top banking needs, so there’s 

nice alignment here.

However, the quiet truth is that many CFIs 

haven’t made a true commitment to enhance 

their SMB products for years. This, plus the 

uninsured deposit exposure, has led to losing 

some of the SMB advantage gained with PPP.

SMBs are the lifeblood of many community FIs. 

Placing better products in the hands of better 

sales and service bankers will yield an improved 

digital and in-branch experience SMBs are 

yearning for and help offset the straying eye of 

SMB owners to megabanks, digital banks and 

non-banks focusing on payments.

What are your top priorities 

dealing with SMB deposits?  

(rank in order)

Improving in-branch/digital 
customer experience

Hiring better (or more) sales 
and service personnel

Enhancing digital 
banking platforms

Rolling out new and 
improved deposit products

Improving analytics for more 
data-driven decision-making

03
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Stay the same Grow

Decline

Outlook and Top Priorities for 202413

Our View:  There are two follow-up questions 

from this broader question.

Nearly 60% of respondents expect their 

deposit-related fee income to remain the same 

or decline. This makes sense as NSF/OD policies 

and fees continue to change under competitive, 

political and regulatory pressures. This puts this 

fee source (that many CFIs are over-reliant on) at 

risk. However, 14% are bullish on growing 

NSF/OD fees (from inquiry 01).

On the non NSF/OD side, again from inquiry 01, 

the bears outpace the bulls on growing this fee 

source (33% versus 23% with 45% at no change). 

To grow non NSF/OD deposit fees will require a 

total rethinking of penalty-based pricing that’s 

dominated for decades.

Also from inquiry 01, there was more bullishness 

than bearishness (40% versus 28% with 13% at no 

change) on debit interchange fee growth.

Do you expect your deposit-related 

non-interest income in 2024 to:

08

15%

40%44%
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2023 Revenue Challenges: What Bankers Are Planning14

Our View:  58% expect debit interchange fees 

to drive deposit-related fee revenue. They must 

be overly bullish given the regulatory proposal 

by the Federal Reserve to reduce maximum 

debit card interchange fees per transaction 

charged by debit card issuers over $10 billion in 

assets. If enacted, like the previous cap, it will 

likely put downward pressure on debit swipe 

fees for issuers under $10 billion in assets as 

well. Industry groups and associations are 

lobbying hard to oppose this proposal, so who 

knows when and if it will actually happen.

For the 37% of those expecting non-NSF/OD 

fee income growth as a driver, they must be 

planning on repositioning their penalty fee 

structure with some sort of value-added, 

subscription fee.

And for the 5% expecting NSF/OD fees to drive 

growth, they’re truly contrarians thinking these 

DC labeled “junk fees” are making a comeback.

If you expect your deposit-related 

non-interest income to grow, 

what is driving that growth?

Non NSF/Overdraft fee 
income from deposit products

Debit interchange fees

NSF/Overdraft fees

08A
GROW

58%

5%

37%
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Outlook and Top Priorities for 202416

Our View:  It’s no surprise that the large regional 

banks and the megabanks are considered the 

top two competitors respondents of all size FIs 

(primarily CFIs under $30 billion in assets).

The hangover of totally free checking continues 

to negatively impact non-interest income growth 

from both of these customer/member types.

One anecdotal reason for the lack of competitive 

concern of digitals and fintechs is consumers 

aren’t closing their accounts at CFIs, so the 

number of accounts isn’t declining, Consumers 

are opening additional accounts at the digitals 

and fintechs and then gradually moving their 

business over. In that process, for the first time 

ever last year, per Cornerstone Advisors, more 

consumers consider digital banks and fintechs 

their primary FI than any other FI type.

Rank in terms of these FIs successfully competing 

against your FI in growing deposit-based consumer 

customers/members.

Community CUs

Fintechs (backed by banks, 
but direct to consumer like 
Chime, Wealthfront, Dave, etc.)

Community Banks

Large CUs 
($10B+ assetsize)

Large Community Banks 
($10B-$30B asset size)

Megabanks

Large Regional Banks 
(Truist, US Bank, PNC, etc.)

Digital Banks 
(actual banks, like SoFi, 
Axos, Ally, etc.)
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Outlook and Top Priorities for 202417

Our View:  The big regional banks are 

unabashedly uber-aggressive in trying to regain 

any lost market share that happened with PPP. 

And the megabanks aren’t far behind as they 

extend their physical branch reach to truly be 

national in coverage to SMBs (especially Chase).

Community banks are fighting these intrusive 

forces (and each other) to maintain the 

advantage they got with PPP funding. They are 

at a disadvantage due to the inherent safety net 

of “being too big to fail” reality of the largest of 

the large regionals and the megas. This 

uninsured deposit safety factor is a big deal to 

SMBs when things get iffy on uninsured 

deposits (like with SVB meltdown).

As stated before, this market is crowded with 

competition. FIs that make their deposit 

products different and more relevant to the 

needs of the SMB, and dedicate resources to 

a sustainable and accountable business 

development effort will capitalize on the 

inefficiencies of competing FIs - which are 

arming their business development officers 

with only a me-too product, effectively 

competing on being the low cost provider.

Rank in terms of these FIs successfully 

competing against your FI in growing 

deposit-based SMB customers/members.

Digital Banks 
(actual banks, like SoFi, 
Axos, Ally, etc.)

Large CUs 
($10B+ asset size)

Community CUs

Community Banks

Megabanks

Big Regional Banks 
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deposit-based SMB customers/members.

Digital Banks 
(actual banks, like SoFi, 
Axos, Ally, etc.)

Large CUs 
($10B+ asset size)

Community CUs

Community Banks

Megabanks

Big Regional Banks 
(Truist, US Bank, PNC, etc.)

Fintechs (backed by banks, 
but direct to consumer like 
Chime, Wealthfront, Dave, etc.)
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